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1. Abstract
Melanoma is considered as the most dangerous
type of skin cancer. Yet, early recognition and
surgical treatment can prevent the development of
this disease. This paper studies the effect of the
information fusion on performance of an automated
diagnostic system developed in the IST. Two types
of information fusion techniques were used: i)
techniques based on the concatenation of features
and ii) techniques based on the combination of
multiple classifiers outputs. Both techniques ap-
plied on a set of 200 dermoscopy images produced
good results. The best results were obtained using
the fusion of classifiers outputs, sensitivity (SE) of
100% and specificity (SP) of 96.25%. When using
the features concatenation technique the system
reaches SE = 92.5% and SP = 91.25%.
Keywords: Classification of skin lesions, Infor-
mation fusion, Late fusion, Early fusion, Melanoma.

2. Introduction
Studies between the years 2006-2012 show the oc-
currence of this disease is increasing, with a greater
impact on the Australian, North American and
European countries. The American Cancer Soci-
ety estimates a rise of about 73,870 new cases of
melanoma for the year 2015 (42,670 in men and
31,200 in women), 9940 cases expected to be deadly
[4]. Regarding the European continent, the number
of melanoma cases is 1 % of all malignant tumors in
males and 1.8 % in women [15]. The data is also not
encouraging for Portugal. According to the national
cancer registry (RON), in 2006 there have been 722
new cases of melanoma, corresponding to 6.8 new
cases per 100.000 people [15]. It is estimated that
melanoma accounts for about 4 % of skin cancers
and 75 % of deaths.

However, if the melanoma is detected early, it can
be solved through a simple excision. Early detection
of melanoma acquires therefore the greatest impor-
tance. The detection is accomplished by visual in-
spection of the skin, by the visual observation or by
using appropriate devices (dermatoscopic) capable

of enlarging the images of the skin and enhance its
internal structures.

To help doctors, researchers have been develop-
ing automatic detection systems of skin lesions [13]
[5] [11] [10] [8]. Generally such systems include a
number of methods: image processing techniques
to locate the lesion, extraction algorithms of der-
matological features; and classification techniques
for diagnosis production.

Skin lesions are evaluated in different ways and
can be organized into two classes: melanocytic
and non melanocytic [2]. The melanocytic lesions
come from the joint growth of melanocyte (melanin-
producing cells) with normal cells. However, if the
lesion is caused by another factor is classified as
non-melanocytic lesion. The lesions have different
types of structures which can be observed with the
naked eye or through a dermatoscope. The presence
or absence of these structures allow us to analyze
the type of injury and its malignancy.

The classification stage of a CAD system is re-
sponsible for the production of a diagnostic fea-
tures extracted from the previous block. There are
many classification techniques used today, capable
of learning from a set of known decisions (train-
ing set). Any supervised classification method is a
potential candidate, for example, K-Nearest Neigh-
bours method (KNN), Bayes Classifier, Fisher Dis-
criminant, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Boost-
ing Methods, Neural Networks, Decision Trees,
amongst others. However, there has been a growing
interest in the use of classifier sets on the solving of
decision problems. These systems often obtain ex-
cellent performances in pattern recognition complex
problems [9].

This work takes as a starting point the CAD sys-
tem that has been developed by Catarina Barata
and Prof. Jorge S. Marques at Instituto Superior
Técnico. it studies the use of information fusion
methods with the goal of improving the perfor-
mance of the CAD system, considering two differ-
ent strategies of information fusion: concatenation
of features and fusion of classifier output.
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 in-
troduces the skin lesion, features and structures
of skin lesion and method for early recognition of
melanoma. Section 3 describes how the CAD sys-
tems work. Section 4 describes the CAD system de-
veloped at IST. Section 5 provide a description of in-
formation fusion, early fusion and late fusion. Sec-
tion 6 introduces the results obtained. The conclu-
sion and some notes on future works are described
in Section 7.

3. Problems
Melanoma is the deadliest type of skin cancer. How-
ever, it evolves gradually and gives signals of its
development, although not always easy to identify.
Typically, melanoma develops from dark skin le-
sions, melanocytic nevi (popularly known as sig-
nals), which tend to increase in diameter and depth,
which means changing its original appearance.

In order to distinguish the different types of skin
lesions and to detect the occurrence of melanomas,
dermatologists developed diagnostic methods based
on visual analysis of dermoscopic images. The most
widely used methods for classifying melanocytic le-
sions are: pattern analysis [16], ABCD rule [23] and
7 point checklist [6].

In 1987, Perhamberger et al. [16] described for
the first time a dermatoscopic method to diagnose
injuries, pattern analysis. It is described as a com-
plex method due to simultaneous and subjective
evaluation of multiple features and morphological
patterns. Introduced in 1994, the ABCD rule [23]
can be calculated and quickly learned, producing an
objective and reproducible diagnosis of melanoma,
which contributes to its propagation [3]. This rule is
characterized by individual analysis of four parame-
ters: Asymmetry (A), the border (B), color (C) and
differential structure (D), from which it calculates
a decision criterion called Total Dermoscopy Score
(TDS)

The 7 point Checklist Method [6] proposed In
1998, is based on the identification of 7 criteria di-
vided into two groups: main characteristics and sec-
ondary characteristics [3]. The distinction between
these two groups is related to the importance of
each criterion in the diagnosis of melanoma. Thus
the main features have a score of two and the sec-
ondary features are given a score of one.

CAD Systems
CAD systems are intended to help dermatologists
in different stages of skin lesions analysis from the
preview to to classification. This topic has at-
tracted several researchers who developed several
automated systems [13] [5] [11] [10] [8]. Typically,
the systems developed are comprised of 5 phases: i)
image acquisition ii) pre-processing, iii) lesion seg-
mentation, iv) feature extraction and v) classifica-

Figure 1: Melanoma

tion.
The literature shows that most CAD systems de-

veloped for diagnosis of cutaneous lesions refer to
the ABCD rule. These works allow the assessment
of injury through abstract characteristics (color,
texture, shape and symmetry) that cannot be com-
pared to the abstract characteristics by experts.

Ganster et al. [10] develops a work of feature
extraction and classification of skin lesions, based
on the color features (RGB and HSV) and shape
features (roundness and asymmetry index). This
group managed to get a SE of 87 % and SP of 92 %,
using 5393 images and classifier K - nearest neigh-
bors. Rubegni et al. [18] used color, texture and ge-
ometry features in the work developed, reaching SE
of 96 % and SP of 93 %, using a database of 588 im-
ages (217 melanoma). Yatomi et al. [11] developed
a tracking system and melanomas data collection
based on the Internet, reaching SE = 85.9 % and SP
= 86.0 % in a set of 1258 dermoscopic images using
cross-validation method. 428 features were calcu-
lated categorized in color, texture, symmetry and
shape. Ruela et al. [20] presented a study on the
role of shape in melanoma detection. Four shape
descriptors were used: simple shape features, sym-
metry of features, Fourier descriptors and invariant
moments. Using a database of images 167 reached
an SE = 92 % and SP = 78 % obtained with an au-
tomatic segmentation, adaptive threshold. In 2014
Barata et al. [7] describe a system composed by
three stages processing, segmentation, feature ex-
traction, color (RGB, Opp, HSV) and texture (two
gradient histograms) and finally classification. This
work achieved a sensitivity of 96 % and a speci-
ficity of 80 % using a database of about 176 images,
of which 25 are melanomas. Already in 2015 pro-
posed a new system [19] for melanoma detection
using the shape and symmetry. They reached val-
ues of 91.1 % of SE and 82.1 % of SP when using
symmetry features and a database of about 200 im-
ages . Rastgoo et al. [17] developed an automated
system for differentiating melanoma from dysplas-
tic nevi. They proposed comparing various color
and texture features based on the ABCD rule. In
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the evaluation process of dermoscopic images two
extraction approaches were used: global and local,
and three SVM classifiers, Gradient boosting and
RF. The texture features and RF classifier reached
the highest SE = 98 % and SP of 70 %. Shimizu
et al. [21] proposed a method of distinguishing
melanoma, nevi, basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and
seborrheic keratosis (SK). This method calculates
828 features grouped into three categories, color,
area, and texture. The classification process intro-
duced two models: layered model and flat models.
The layered model achieved a 90 % detection rate
for melanomas and 80 % for each of the three other
types of skin lesions.

4. IST CAD System
This study takes as starting point the CAD system
for melanoma detection, produced at IST within
the framework of the ADDI project with Hospital
Pedro Hispano and Faculdade de Ciências da Uni-
versidade do Porto. This system [7] elaborates and
compares two different approaches to the recogni-
tion in melanoma detection based on color and tex-
ture features. The first approach, describes the der-
moscopic images using a set of global characteristics
features. Initially the lesion is segmented and then
global features of color and texture vectors are later
extracted. Finally, a classifier is trained which may
be used in new diagnostic images. The classifiers
used are: AdaBoost classifier, Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM) and K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN).

The second system, describes the images based
on local characteristics, using the Bag of Features
method (BoF). Initially the points of interest are
calculated in the damaged area and its structure is
characterized by color and texture features. After
computed the local features of all training images,
M prototypes are calculated (visual words) using a
clustering algorithm (K-means). Later histograms
of visual words are calculated by association of the
local features of each dermoscopy image.

To describe the texture two gradient histograms
were used. Converted to RGB image into an
grayscale image by selecting the color channel with
the highest entropy. The image is filtered using a
Gaussian filter and the gradient vector is calculated
using Sobel masks, then the amplitude and orien-
tation gradient are calculated. Six color histograms
of color spaces were used: HSV, HSI, Opponent,
RGB, L * a * b and L * uv.

From the comparative study presented in [7], it
is concluded that the color features have a better
performance than the texture features. Regarding
the use of global and local features, both methods
can achieve good results. The global method gets
SE = 96 % and SP = 80 %, while the local method
gets SE = 100 % and SP = 75 %.

5. Information Fusion
Systems based on multiple classifiers Di, i =
1, ..., L, are used to obtain a more accurate diagnosis
based on information fusion. So there was identified
two strategies which applied to the CAD system of
IST are likely to increase the performance of early
detection of skin cancer. Each of these approaches
has its advantages and disadvantages. The first is
based on the concatenation of feature vectors (early
fusion) that needs only one learning phase but based
on a larger number of features. Training is there-
fore more difficult. The second, the fusion of classi-
fiers outputs is based on several training classifiers
using different features, followed by a combination
of classifiers outputs (late fusion). This focuses on
the individual strength of each modality (classifiers)
[22], but has the disadvantage of ignoring the cor-
relation of the feature’s space if training of various
classifiers is required.

5.1. Early Fusion
This strategy aims the sequential concatenation of
feature vectors [22]. Considering the vector of dif-
ferent features S = {S1, S2, .., Sn} where n is the
number of features obtained from the extraction
process. When applying this strategy, a new fea-
ture vector V = [S1S2...Sn] is created to be used
in the training and testing phases. The number
of feature vectors to concatenate is chosen by the
user. It can be expected that the improved diagno-
sis corresponds to the situation where all the fea-
tures are concatenated and we extract as much in-
formation as possible. However this does not always
happen because it leads to a large increase in the
size of the feature’s space and the classifier training
becomes more complex operation which requires a
much larger training set. This problem is clearly
identified and is known in the literature as the curse
of dimensionality.

To decrease this difficulty one can reduce the
number of concatenated vectors using feature selec-
tion techniques that choose the most informative
features.

5.2. Late Fusion
This section is based on [12] The way to use this
strategy will depend on how the output of the clas-
sifier is obtained. In [12] are proposed four types of
fusion:

• Type 1: Abstract level: Each classifier Di, i =
1, .., k assigns a class. Thus for each object x
we obtain a vector with the class assigned by
the classifier S = [s1, ..., sk].

• Type 2: Classification level: Each classifier
produces an ordered subset of possible classes
according to the likelihood decision. Thus,
each object has k subsets.
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• Type 3: Measuring level: Given an object, each
classifier creates a vector with values from 0 to
1 to match the suport measure for each of its
subsets.

• Type 4: Oracle Level: Given a set of data,
each classifier assigns the value 1 or 0, correct
or incorrect. Thus one obtains a matrix Vij ,
where i corresponds to the classifier and j to
the subject matter of the data set.

Since the output returned by our classifiers are
the abstract level (type 1). We present some meth-
ods commonly used for the abstract type [12]:

• Majority Vote

• Weighted Majority Vote

• Naive Bayes Combination

• Multinomial Methods

• Probabilistic Approximation

• Classifier combination using singular value de-
composition

The choice of outputs from the abstract level type
classifier can become an advantage, because reliable
features have no negative impact on the final result,
simply because confidence plays no role in decision-
making.

The next subsection describes the Majority Vote
method applied in this work.

5.3. Majority Vote
This technique first appears in the era of Greeks
and Romans and used in Germany, in the election
of kings from 1356 [12]. Whereas the outputs of
classifier Di, i = 1, 2.., L are indicated by a vector
[di1, di2, ..., din] such that dij ∈ {0, 1}. By major-
ity vote there are three patterns: unanimity, simple
majority and plurality (see Figure 2). The unanim-
ity corresponds to the complete agreement by all
the data, simple majority occurs when the amount
of data belonging to a given class is higher than
the number of data belonging to another class. Fi-
nally, the plurality Eq. 1 , happens in non-binary
problems, ie three or more classes.

Assuming n decision classes, the class wk is cho-
sen depending on whether

k = argmax
j

L∑
i

di,j (1)

Figure 2: Consensual patterns in the use of majority
voting

6. Experimental results
6.1. Data base
In this study, it was used the database PH2 con-
taining 200 dermoscopic images. The database PH
2 was acquired and recorded at the Dermatology
Service of the Hospital Pedro Hispano, Matosinhos,
in collaboration with the Universidade do Porto and
do Instituto Superior Técnico [14].

The PH2 database was constructed in order to
allow assessment and comparison of performance
algorithms. This database consists of 200 dermo-
scopic images of melanocytic lesions: 80 common
nevi, 80 atypical nevi, and 40 melanomas. The
images were all taken in the same conditions, us-
ing Tuebinger Mole Analyzer, resulting in 8-bit
color 768x560 resolution with RGB images saved in
JPEG and BMP format. Each image is accompa-
nied by the evaluation of various clinical parameters
(pigmented network, dots, globules, streaks, regres-
sion regions and blue veil whitish), medical diag-
nosis (typical nevi, atypical nevi, melanoma) and
the segmentation mask. The data set has a small
size relatively to the other one, however, it is ac-
companied by very detailed and complete medical
samples.

It is worth mentioning that the number of
melanomas is less than the number of benign le-
sions, as in all existing databases. This value can
be explained by the lower number of actual cases
which are not often registered [7].

6.2. Evaluation methods
The evaluation criteria are an important tool in
measuring and evaluating the CAD performance as
they allow the comparasion of different methods ob-
jectively. The project of a classification system com-
prises two main stages: model training and testing.

In constructing classifiers, it is important to sepa-
rate the data in order to evaluate the classifier with
unknown data and avoid the overfitting. In this the-
sis we use the nested cross-validation method [24].

With this technique data is divided into three
sets: the training set, validation set and test set.
This process involves a few steps that must be re-
spected:
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• Dividing the data into partitions K balanced,
i.e. the same number of data belonging to each
class.

• Select the test set, leaving K-1 sets for training
and validation;

• Knowing K-1 sets, it is selected one to validate
the model. This process is repeated for each
of the validation sets, namely K-1 times. At
the end, the parameters are selected to achieve
the best performance for that training set /
validation;

• Once the selected parameters, it is time to test
the classification model (trained in the train-
ing set together with the previously mentioned
validation set) with the test set. This process
is repeated for each of the test sets, namely K
times.

Once the system under study aims to distinguish
melanoma from non-melanoma, we used a binary
classifier to assign a binary label e.g. P (melanoma)
or N (nonmelanoma) to each object. So there are
four possible outcomes: True Positive (VP) False
Positive (FP) True negative (VN) and False Nega-
tive (FN).

There are defined so the sensitivity (SE) and
specificity (SP):

SE =
V P

V P + FN
(2)

SP =
V N

V N + FP
(3)

The sensitivity is the probability of hitting when
the lesion is melanoma. Specificity is the probabil-
ity of hitting when the lesion is not melanoma.

In order to compare classifiers, it preferable to
have a single measure of performance. Therefore, it
is defined a cost criterion that combines the speci-
ficity and sensitivity

Cost =
C10(1− SE) + C01(1− SP )

C10 + C01
, (4)

where C10 represents the cost of classifying a mel-
onoma incorrectly and C01 is the cost of classify-
ing a non-melanoma incorrectly. In the case of the
system developed in this project, classification of
skin lesions, is more important correctly classify-
ing a melanoma at the expense of non-melanoma.
Therefore it is defined C10 = 1.5 e C01 = 1.

With the identified data set, the best distribu-
tion is defined by dividing the data into k partitions
with a uniform distribution of each of the partitions.

However to reduce the impact of the small amount
of melanomas, it is carried out a replication of these
in different training sets, thus keeping up the bal-
ance.

6.3. Configuration System
To evaluate the CAD system of IST, it was used
the nested cross-validation technique. In this pro-
cedure were used 10 partition, each one with 20
images, well balanced, 4 melanoma and 16 non-
melanoma. This model still used three classifiers:
K-nearest neighbor (KNN), support vector machine
(SVM) and random forest (RF).

In implementing concatenation of features model,
the next four situations were considered:

• HSV and Opponent: both color descriptors.

• Amp and Gabor filters: the two texture de-
scriptors.

• HSV and Amp: concatenation of the best color
and texture descriptors.

• HSV, Opponent, Amp and Gabor filters: con-
catenation of all the descriptors.

6.4. IST CAD System
The final results are shown in table 1, which char-
acterizes the performance of CAD system of IST.
The best results were obtained with the RF classi-
fier with color feature and HSV descriptor (SE 87.50
% and SP 96.88%), followed by the SVM classifier
with color feature and HSV descriptor (SE 92.5 %
and SP 86.88 %). In reverse, the worst results were
obtained with the KNN classifier and texture fea-
ture and amplitude descriptor (SE 60 % and SP
69.88 %).

Classifier Feature Descritor SE SP 1-Cost
KNN Cor HSV 0.9000 0.8000 0.1400
KNN Cor Opponent 0.9000 0.7438 0.1625
KNN Textura Amplitude 0.8500 0.7813 0.1775
KNN Textura Filtro de Gabor 0.6000 0.6938 0.3625
SVM Cor HSV 0.9250 0.8688 0.0975
SVM Cor Opponent 0.8500 0.9250 0.1200
SVM Textura Amplitude 0.8250 0.7625 0.2000
SVM Textura Filtro de Gabor 0.6500 0.7625 0.3050
RF Cor HSV 0.8750 0.9688 0.0875
RF Cor Opponent 0.8250 0.9750 0.1150
RF Textura Amplitude 0.8000 0.9438 0.1425
RF Textura Filtro de Gabor 0.8000 0.9188 0.1525

Table 1: Results obtained without fusion informa-
tion.

6.5. Early Fusion
The results can be seen in the table 2, which char-
acterize the performance of different configurations
by sensitivity and specificity. When analyzing the
results, it can be concludes that there have been im-
provements. The classifier RF with color features
(HSV) and texture features (amplitude) achieved
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the best result (SE of 90.00 % and SP of 96.25 %),
followed by the SVM classifier with the concate-
nation of all descriptors (SE of 92.5 % and SP of
91.25 %). In general, it appears that the classi-
fier RF is the one that guarantees the best results
from the concatenation of features. Conversely the
KNN classifier, which in the first approach reached
relatively good values, showed the weakest results,
asserting itself as the classifier to avoid.

Classifier Descriptor SE SP 1-Cost
KNN HSV |Opponent 0.7750 0.7250 0.2450
KNN Amplitude |Gabor Filters 0.6000 0.7500 0.3400
KNN HSV |Amplitude 0.8250 0.7813 0.1925

KNN HSV |Opponent |
Amplitude |Gabor Filters 0.8000 0.9125 0.1550

SVM HSV |Opponent 0.7500 0.9000 0.1900
SVM Amplitude |Gabor Filters 0.8000 0.8938 0.1625
SVM HSV |Amplitude 0.8750 0.9188 0.1075

SVM HSV |Opponent |
Amplitude |Gabor Filters 0.9250 0.9125 0.0800

RF HSV |Opponent 0.8750 0.9688 0.0875
RF Amplitude |Gabor Filters 0.8750 0.9500 0.0950
RF HSV |Amplitude 0.9000 0.9625 0.0750

RF HSV |Opponent |
Amplitude |Filtros de Gabor 0.9000 0.9500 0.0800

Table 2: Results obtained from the different expe-
riences of the concatenation of feature vectors

6.6. Late Fusion
In this experiment is considered all classifier-
descriptor pairs presented in table 1, which are com-
bined and produce a decision by voting majority.
Tables 3, 4 and 5 show the top 10 results of the
three systems are shown (3, 5 and 7 pairs classifier-
descriptor) in the application of majority voting al-
gorithm. By examining, it is easily tables easily
concluded that the results are quite encouraging.
The best result is reached by using 7 classifier out-
puts. Out of the 10 results shown all have exactly
the same performance indicators (cost = 98.50 %,
SE = 100.00 % and SP = 96.25 %). This result
means that out of 200 cutaneous lesions, the system
correctly detects all melanomas, missing six non-
melanoma. The figure 3 shows some instances of
images correctly and incorrectly classified.

7. Conclusions
As previously mentioned this thesis aims to increase
the robustness and accuracy of the detection of
CAD system on the classification stage developed
by IST. The work studies classifier fusion techniques
and applies them to the CAD system ISR / IST.

This work implements two strategies, a classifi-
cation method based on concatenation of features
and another with fusion of classifier output. The
first technique achieved good results, (SE = 90.00
% and SP = 96.25 %), using the classifier RF with
concatenation of HSV and amplitude followed by
SVM classifier with concatenation of all descriptors
(SE = 92.50 % and SP = 91.25 %).Conversely the
KNN classifier showed the weakest results, assert-

Figure 3: Example of images correctly and incor-
rectly classified. Melanoma (right side) and non-
melanoma (left side) adapted from [1].

ing itself as the classifier to avoid. However, these
satisfatory results cannot justify the excessive con-
sumption of time and memory, and does not repre-
sent an alternative to the first approach.

The second technique used, classifier output fu-
sion, achieved excellent results, showing a high effi-
ciency and effectiveness. When using three classifier
outputs, the results reach an SE = 97.50 % and SP
= 95.63 %, which corresponds to only incorrectly
detecting a melanoma and seven non-melanoma .
The results with 3 outputs can be quite encouraging
when using five and seven classifiers outputs. The
classification step further improves, yielding SE =
100.00 % and SP = 96.25 %. In this case, the system
correctly detects 40 melanomas and fails 6 of the
160 non-melanoma. An increase of classifier output
does not become justified since the consumption of
time and memory may become significant and some-
what not justifiable in terms of results. Thus, it is
important to consider the use of this technique for
early detection of skin cancer remarkable.

Thus in future work, it would be important to ap-
ply the IST-CAD system to new scenarios: to real-
life situations, use other combination of classifier
outputs techniques and other features, like shape
and symmetry.
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Classifier Descriptor Classifier Descriptor Classifier Descriptor SE SP
KNN Amp SVM HSV RF HSV 0.97500 0.95625
KNN Amp SVM HSV RF Opp 0.97500 0.95625
SVM HSV SVM HSV RF Opp 0.97500 0.95625
SVM HSV SVM Amp RF HSV 0.97500 0.95000
KNN Amp SVM HSV RF Gabor 0.97500 0.94375
SVM HSV SVM Amp RF Gabor 0.97500 0.93750
KNN Amp SVM HSV RF Amp 0.97500 0.93125
KNN Amp SVM Opp RF Gabor 95000 0 0.96250
SVM Opp SVM Amp RF Gabor 95000 0 0.95625
KNN Amp SVM HSV SVM Opp 0.97500 0.91875

Table 3: Results obtained with fusion of the 3 classifier outputs.

Class./Des. Class./Des. Class./Des. Class./Des. Class./Des. SE SP
KNN/Amp SVM/HSV SVM/Amp RF/HSV RF/HSV 1 0.96250
KNN/Amp SVM/HSV SVM/Amp RF/HSV RF/Opp 1 0.96250
KNN/Amp SVM/HSV SVM/Amp RF/Opp RF/Opp 1 0.96250
KNN/Amp SVM/HSV SVM/Amp RF/HSV RF/Gabor 1 0.95625
KNN/Amp SVM/HSV SVM/Amp RF/HSV RF/Amp 1 0.95000
KNN/Amp SVM/HSV SVM/Amp RF/Opp RF/Gabor 1 0.95000
KNN/Amp SVM/HSV SVM/Amp RF/Opp RF/Amp 1 0.94375
KNN/Amp SVM/HSV SVM/Amp RF/Gabor RF/Gabor 1 0.94375
KNN/Amp SVM/HSV SVM/ Amp RF/Amp RF/Gabor 1 0.93750
KNN/Amp KNN/Gabor SVM/HSV SVM/Opp RF/Opp 0.97500 0.97500

Table 4: Results obtained with fusion of the 5 classifier outputs.

Class./Des. Class./Des. Class./Des. Class./Des. Class./Des. Class./Des. Class./Des. SE SP
KNN/Gabor SVM/HSV SVM/Opp SVM/Amp RF/HSV RF/HSV RF/HSV 1 0.96250
KNN/Gabor SVM/HSV SVM/Opp SVM/Amp RF/HSV RF/HSV RF/Opp 1 0.96250
KNN/Gabor SVM/HSV SVM/Opp SVM/Amp RF/HSV RF/HSV RF/Amp 1 0.96250
KNN/Gabor SVM/HSV SVM/Opp SVM/Amp RF/HSV RF/HSV RF/Gabor 1 0.96250
KNN/Gabor SVM/HSV SVM/Opp SVM/Amp RF/HSV RF/Opp RF/Opp 1 0.96250
KNN/Gabor SVM/HSV SVM/Opp SVM/Amp RF/HSV RF/Opp RF/Amp 1 0.96250
KNN/Gabor SVM/HSV SVM/Opp SVM/Amp RF/HSV RF/Opp RF/Gabor 1 0.96250
KNN/Gabor SVM/HSV SVM/Opp SVM/Amp RF/HSV RF/Amp RF/Amp 1 0.96250
KNN/Gabor SVM/HSV SVM/Opp SVM/Amp RF/HSV RF/Amp RF/Gabor 1 0.96250
KNN/Gabor SVM/HSV SVM/Opp SVM/Amp RF/HSV RF/Gabor RF/Gabor 1 0.96250

Table 5: Results obtained with fusion of the 7 classifier outputs.
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